We consider the possibility of extending the search for the intermediate vector boson by observing the products of inelastic electron-nucleon collisions.
the other hand, are severely limited by available beam energies and have only been able to imply that the mass of the W is greater than about 2 BeV/c'.
In this paper we propose a search for the W using inelastic electron-nucleon scattering and consider, in particular, the experimental possibilities at the I Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. Using a 20 BeV electron beam we can potentially create W's having mass as great as 5.1 BeV/c'. The W will probably decay weakly into a muon and neutrmo, and impart a large transverse momentum to the P. Hence, even though W's may be produced with a small cross section, p's with large transverse momentum might be detectable over backgrounds. This is indeed found to be the case if, and only if, W's can interact strongly with nucleons.
Consider briefly the electromagnetic processes drawn in Figure la and lb. Using calculations and asymptotic formulae4 one can estimate that these diagrams lead to W production cross sections of at best 10 -37 .,2 .
Unfortunately, between the low muon counting rates that this cross section implies and the large muon background from r and K decays that occur at SLAC, one cannot hope to detect the muons produced in this way. However, -3-there has recently been considerable speculation that the W might interact strongly' as shown in Figure 2 . It is this process that could lead to W production cross sections and /J counting rates which should be easily observable.
The scattering matrix will be: In order to proceed we must make assumptions concerning c:, "t and u L. In the spirit of this calculation we make the simple assumption OL = 0, ui = 0, and ul= constant independent of k2 and v . The integration over the allowed region of k2-v space can now easily be done. The results are given in Table I . Although we might hope to say that ul is a sizeable strong interaction cross section, recent cosmic ray experiments6 have already yielded rather small upper bounds. However, we shall see that the proposed electron experiments could lower these upper bounds considerably and provide a more sensitive quest for the W. Demanding that this flux be less than the experimental value dN dAdS2dt < 6.10-13 per cm2-ster-sec.
we obtain the bounds on a(Ev = 20, mW) listed in Table II .
We now proceed to find the desired muon spectrum for e-l-p-v +W+~~stUffl~-V+~+V~l"stuffll assuming that the W produced at the W-nucleon vertex emerges in the forward direction with an energy distribution essentially flat and extending from 3 Ee to the kinematic extreme. These approximations, especially the first, are motivated by the detailed calculations4. Finally, the physical W decays and we compute the angular distribution of the muons produced in the process W -pv. This then gives us the differential cross section du/dEPd coseP for Figure 4 (cf. Graph 1). In order to relate this to an actual experimental situation we consider an 0.3 r. 1. Be target and compute a yield (number muons/electronster-GeV/c), and compare with the SLAC background yields' (cf. Graph 2).
For a given mW and EP simple kinematics cuts off the theoretical curves at various maximum muon angles as shown. Actually these curves will be smeared out since the W will be produced with some transverse momentum.
However, we see that if we look for energetic muons at large angles the experiment will be most sensitive to the existence of the W. In fact the mW= 5, EP = 16 curve exceeds the expected background by several orders of magnitude.
Also, since a yield of about 10-lO/electron-ster-GeV/c corresponds to a counting rate of about one per second, the experimentalist should have no difficulty with absolute rates.
Up to this point we have made several simplifications which should be pointed out. First, we have not multiplied our cross sections by the branching ratio for W -P v . The rate for W -ev is essentially identical to the W -,UV rate, so we should at least divide our results by a factor of two.
Finally, we have not taken into account the fact that the electron beam loses energy as it passes through the 0.3 r. 1. Be target. This effect reduces the number of very energetic W's produced which then reduces the number of muons produced at large angles for given m W and E iJo However, since the target is thin this effect is not severe and should not amount to a reduction in muon intensity in excess of a few percent.
In conclusion, inelastic electron-nucleon scattering could easily and profitably be employed in the search of the W. In fact, we expect that the background 1-1 flux should increase slowly with beam energy and maintain its fast exponential decline in scattering angle. However, the muon flux resulting from W production at larger mW and beam energy could certainly increase in intensity and maintain its unique angular dependence without conflicting with present cosmic ray experiments. So, a much more decisive search for W's could be made once higher energy electron beams become available. Background muon intensities from r and K decays might also be greatly reduced by placing lead absorber behind the target. The experiment's sensitivity to the existence of the W could also be improved by several orders of magnitude in such a way. This idea has recently been used in an experiment at BNL' which looked for wide angle muons emerging from proton-nucleon collisions. The experiment we propose, however, is preferable to its Brookhaven counterpart because electron-nucleon collisions are simpler and better understood theoretically than nucleon-nucleon collisions.
The major drawback of all these experiments is, however, than even if wide angle muons were found it would not unambiguously imply the existence of the W. The very discovery of wide angle muons would in itself, however, be very important. Electra-production of strong W.
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